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Abstract: Terminal velocity of chickpea, rice and lentil seeds has been experimentally measured by suspending
the seeds in an air stream. In order to assessment the effects of seed size and moisture content on terminal
velocity a completely randomized design in factorial experiment was carried out. The results showed that size
and moisture content have significant effects (p<0.01) on terminal velocityin each three crops. Terminal velocity
of chickpea,rice and lentil seeds varied within the 11.13 - 15.08, 4.25 - 5.01 and 5.08 - 6.41 m/s, respectively. In
this research the shape of chickpea, rice and lentil respectively were assumed to be spherical, cylindrical and
flat and on the basis of this, the mathematical models for predicting the terminal velocity were obtained. The
coefficient of determination (R ) for chickpea, rice and lentil were respectively 0.977, 0.922 and 0.895. Also the2

root mean square error (RMSE) for chickpea, rice and lentil were 0.05, 0.087 and 0.097 respectively.
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INTRODUCTION In theoretical method, by solving the particle’s

In handling and processing of agricultural products, be obtained. If an object is dropped from a sufficient
often air is used as a carrier for transport or for separating height, the force of gravity will accelerate  it  until  the
the desirable products from unwanted materials, therefore drag force exerted by the air, balances the gravitational
the aerodynamic properties such as terminal velocity and force. It will then fall at a constant velocity called the
drag coefficientare needed for air conveying and terminal velocity [3]: 
pneumatic separation ofmaterials [1]. Air velocities greater
than the terminal velocity of particle lift particle and to (1)
allow fallof a particle, the air velocity must be adjusted to
a point just below the terminal velocity [2].

Terminal velocity of materials can be obtained Where, M is mass of the object (kg), g is gravitational
experimentally and theoretically. Two different acceleration (m/s ), C  is drag coefficient,  is air density
experimentally method for determination of terminal (kg/m ), A is projected area (m ) and V is terminal velocity
velocity have been studied; in first method (free fall (m/s).
method)by graphing measured height versus time and The terminal velocity isaffected by the density,
differentiating at each time, terminal velocity can be shape, size and moisture contentof samples, Therefore, it
obtained. In second method, particle positioned on a is necessary to determine the aerodynamic properties as
screen with controlled airflow, by increasing the airflow in a function of different factors such as moisture content.
gradual steps, the particle will float  in  a  certain  height. Many valuable research works have been carriedout
The  measured air velocity at this height  is  equivalent  to about the aerodynamic properties of agro-food materials
terminal velocity [3]. such   as;  pistachio  nut  and  its   kernel   [4],   sunflower

movement  equation,  the  terminal  velocity  of  that can
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seeds [1], Wheat Kernel and Straw Materials [5], wheat
varieties [3],  cotton seeds [6], garlic[7] and many others.
Ghamari et al. [8] developed an artificial neural network
model for predicting the terminal velocity of agricultural
seeds. They also obtained the mathematical  models
based  on  dimensional  analysis  method. Literature
review show that there is no enough published work
relating to mathematical  models of aerodynamic
properties for agricultural crops. Hence, the aims of this
research were (i) to investigate the terminal velocity of
rice, chickpea and lentil at sex moisture content levels (ii)
to develop the mathematical model by using the seed’s
shape factor for prediction the terminal velocity of them.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Sample Preparation: The samples (Iranian varieties of
chickpea, lentil and rice) were manually cleaned to remove
all foreign matters such as dustand broken seeds. Three
dimensions (a, b, c) of seeds were measured by
micrometer with 0.02 mm accuracy. Then geometric mean
diameter of seeds was calculated from equation [9]:

(2)

Where d  is geometric mean diameters of seeds (mm), a, bg

and c are large, middle and small diameter of seeds (mm),
respectively. Then according to d , the seeds wereg

divided into three dimensional groups (Table 1).
Six moisture levels were selected ranging from initial

moisture content of seeds to 25% (Table 2). The initial
moisture content of seeds was determined by using oven
method. The necessary time and temperature of oven for
drying rice, chickpea and lentil were 135, 105 and 135°C,
respectively for 24 h [10,11]. To obtain samples with
higher moisture contents (Table 2), a calculated quantity
of distilled water was added to the samples. The quantity
of distilled water was calculated from the following
equation:

(3)

Where W  is the mass of distilled water added (kg), W  is2 1

the initial sample mass (kg), M  and M  are the initial and1 2

desired moisture content of sample (wet based %),
respectively.Then the samples were placed in sealed
plastic bags and kept at 4°C in the refrigerator for at least
48 h to enable the moisture to distribute uniformly
throughout the sample. Before starting a test,the required
quantity of seeds was taken out of the refrigerator and
allowed to warm up to room temperature [12,13].

Table 1: Analysis of variance for moisture content and seed size in chickpea.

S.OV DF SS MS F

Block 5 0.105 0.021 1.02ns

Moisture 5 14.09 2.82 136.98**

Size 2 145.73 72.87 3541.05**

Moisture × Size 10 2.44 0.244 11.87**

Error 85 1.75 0.02 -

C.V=1.12
**Significant at 1% level

Table 2: Analysis of variance for moisture content and seed size in rice.

S.OV DF SS MS F

Block 5 0.0678 0.0136 1.39ns

Moisture 5 4.63 0.927 95.23**

Size 2 0.948 0.474 48.75**

Moisture × Size 10 0.156 0.0156 1.6**

Error 85 0.827 0.00973 -

C.V=1.63
**Significant at 1% level

The density, sphericity factor and mass of seeds
were other morphological properties that were necessary
for mathematical modeling of terminal velocity. For
calculating the density, volume of seeds was measured by
toluene. Sphericity factor of chickpea seeds was measured
by using the following equation [2]:

(4)

Where S  is the sphericity factor of seed. Mass of seedsf

was measured by using a digital balance with 0.0001 gr
accuracy.

Terminal Velocity Measurement: For measuring TV a
completely randomized design in factorial experiment was
used for each experiment. The treatments were moisture
content at six levels and size of seeds at three levels with
six replicates in each. 

To measure the terminal velocity of the samples, a
vertical aircolumn was designed and constructed based
on the standard methods [14]. It was contained of the
electrical motor, centrifugal fan, air chamber, wind tunnel
and electrically TV measurement system (Figure 1). The
sample was placed in the wind tunnel and air speed was
gradually increased until the seed was floated and air
speed was measured and mean of six replications was
reported as seed TV.

Mathematical   Models    D evelopment:     In   this
research chickpea, rice and lentil respectively were
assumed     spherical,      cylindrical      and      flat   shape.
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Equation (1) and shape factor method were used to obtain
the mathematical models for predicting the terminal
velocity of chickpea, rice and lentil seeds.

The prediction abilities of mathematical models were
considered using the coefficient of determination (R ) and2

root mean square error (RMSE), [8]:

(5)

(6) Fig. 1: The effect of moisture content and seed size on

Where X  and X are respectively measured and predictedm p

data, n is the number of data and  is mean of output
data. Normality test of data was carry out by MINITAB 11
software and Analysis of variance for completely
randomized design was performed using SAS 9.1
software.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The terminal velocities (TV) of rice, chickpea and
lentil seeds were obtained as a function of moisture
content (atsix levels) and seed size (at three levels). TV of
rice,chickpea   and   lentil   seeds   varied   within   the
4.25-5.01, 11.13-15.08 and 5.08-6.41 m/s, respectively. 

Tables 1 to 3 show  the  results  of  statistical
analysis carried    out    to   examine   the   effect of
moisture   content   and seed   size   on   terminal  velocity
of three crops. In each crop there was significant
difference among    moisture    content    and    seed  size
in  terms of terminal velocity at 1% level of significance.
The  interaction   of   moisture  content  and  seed  size
was also found to have significant effect on terminal
velocity.

Figures  1,  2 and 3 show the effect of moisture
content and seed size on terminal velocity of chickpea,
rice  and  lentil  seeds  respectively.  As  figures  show  by

Table 3: Analysis of variance for moisture content and seed size in lentil.

S.OV DF SS MS F

Block 5 0.03413 0.00682 0.77ns

Moisture 5 14.806 0.2961 335.67**

Size 2 1.49 0.754 84.45**

Moisture × Size 10 0.172 0.0172 1.95**

Error 85 0.7498 0.008821 -

C.V=1.63

**Significant at 1% level

terminal velocity of chickpea.

Fig. 2: The effect of moisture content and seed size on
terminal velocity of rice.

Fig. 3: The effect of moisture content and seed size on
terminal velocity of lentil.

increasing  the   seed   size   and   moisture  content
terminal   velocity    of    chickpea,    rice    and   lentil
seeds  increased  linearly,  this  result  has  good  match
with the results of other research and terminal velocity’s
theory.

Mathematical Models: Equations (7- 9) show respectively
the mathematical models for predicting the terminal
velocity of chickpea, rice and lentil seeds:
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Fig. 4: Correlation between the measured and predicted CONCLUSION
TV data of chickpea.

Fig. 5: Correlation between the measured and predicted model and lentil’s model (higher value of R  and lower
TV data of rice. value for RMSE).

Fig. 6: Correlation between the measured and predicted varieties.  International  J.  Agricultural  Engineering.
TV data of lentil. 8: 10-13.

(7) Terminal velocity of pistachio nut and its kernel as

(8) 5. Khoshtaghazam,    M.     and     R.   Mehdizadeh,

(9) international: the CIGR Ejournal. Manuscript. FP

Where  and a, were density (kg/m ) and major dimensionp
3

(m) of seeds respectively.
The mean values of actual and predicted TV data

were 12.78 and 13.13 for chickpea, 4.61 and 4.85 for rice
and 5.75 and 5.46 for lentil. Figures 4 to 6 show the
coefficient of determination (R ) for mathematical models.2

The coefficient of determination for chickpea, rice and
lentil were respectively 0.977, 0.922 and 0.895. Also the
root mean square error (RMSE) on predicting the TV of
chickpea, rice and lentil were 0.05, 0.087 and 0.097
respectively.

The results from this research show that moisture
content and seed size have a significant effect on terminal
velocity.

In mathematical modeling the terminal velocity of
agricultural crops, definition the shape of seed is an
important problem. In this research the shape of chickpea,
rice and lentil respectively were assumed to be spherical,
cylindrical and flat and on the basis of this, the
mathematical models were obtained. The result show that
these models can be used for prediction the terminal
velocity of chickpea, rice and lentil seeds. The
performance of chickpea’s model was better than rice’s

2
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